U.S./SAUDI ARABIA HANDS OFF YEMEN!
#EndYemenSiege
LIFT THE BLOCKADE ON YEMEN!

The traditional and unceded territories of the Tsleil-Waututh (səl̓ilwətaɁɬ), Musqueam (xʷməθkʷəy̓əm), and Squamish (Skwxwú7mesh) Nations

FRIDAY NOVEMBER 17
LIVE MUSIC & CULTURAL EVENT
7PM - CANUCKS ROOM @
BRITANNIA COMMUNITY CENTRE
(1655 WILLIAM ST, VANCOUVER)

* MARKING 14 YEARS OF ORGANIZING
AGAINST WAR & OCCUPATION *

AN EVENING DEDICATED TO THE OF
PEOPLE OF YEMEN

SATURDAY NOVEMBER 18
MONTHLY RALLY &
PETITIONING
2PM - VANCOUVER
ART GALLERY
(HOWE & ROBSON,
DOWNTOWN VANCOUVER)

* The traditional and unceded territories of the Tsleil-Waututh (səl̓ilwətaɁɬ), Musqueam (xʷməθkʷəy̓əm), and Squamish (Skwxwú7mesh) Nations *
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